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35th  Meeting                                                                    
Club General Asembly                                                        

LAHFI Election of Officers &                                      
Board of Trustees 

 

PROGRAMME                                                                                    

 

PART I: CLUB MEETING 

 

Call to Order Pres Gigi Espiritu   

Turnover of proceedings to the Programme                  
Moderator    

Invocation   Dir Luchie Aportadera    

Pambansang Awit  A V P           

Secretary’s Time Sec/PP Baby Vilela  

President’s Time & Pres Gigi Espiritu                                               
Adjournment  

                             

PART II:                                                                                             
LAHFI ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING AND 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS & BOARD OF TRUSTEES   

 

Call to Order  PP Mae Dolendo                                       
   LAHFI Chair 

Proof of presence  PP Lorna Llamas                                       
of Quorum  LAHFI Secretary  

LAHFI Chairman’s  PP Mae Dolendo                                             
Report  

LAHFI Treasurer’s PP Remie Calaguas                                
Report  

 

Election of Officers COMELEC                                   
and Board of Trustees 

Canvassing of Ballots  

Other Matters 

Adjournment  PP Mae Dolendo  

                  

Dear God,  

                                                                                                           
As we gather here today as members of                       

Rotary, we pray that we are ever mindful of 
opportunities to render our service to fellow 
citizens and to our community.  

Keeping in mind always the enduring values of 
life, exerting our efforts in those areas and on 
those things upon which future generations 
can build with confidence.  

Let us continue to strive to make a better 
world.  

Amen.  

(contributed by PP Che Gomez)  

RC Waling-Waling Davao  

contact us:  

Rotary International  
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY  

03 March  Rtn Ma-em Zhang  

29 March PP Veg Maguinsay  

 

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY  

16 March    PP Janette & Bobby 
  Valderosa  

20 March IPP  Tess & Bong 
  Yñiguez  

Editor’s Note  

In Europe, March is the start of spring, when 

flowers start to bloom after a long lethargic 

winter.  Everything changes.                                        

The bleak gray surrounding 

is now  transformed into 

different hues of colors           

pleasing to the eyes and 

during this time                        

people start their what we 

now famously call Spring 

Cleaning – getting rid of 

things one sees as                     

überflüssig (unnecessary) and  keeping those 

one holds dear.                                         

I miss spring in Europe.  To those of you who 

had the privilege of having lived there, you 

surely know what I am talking about.  

In Rotary, I am sure Pres Gigi is now doing 

her own spring cleaning.                                                     

I know that she has  lots of dossiers to go 

through, discarding the ones she does not 

need and keeping the ones  she does.   

She has  come to the most beautiful part of 

the Rotary Year – March which is the month 

for doing the last of her reports.   

The more projects the club does, the more 

paperwork, but then again on the brighter 

side, more beneficiaries served, right?  

This means their work (Sec Baby and her) as 

a Rotary Leader is nearly done.    

Time really flies fast when you are busy.   

So for you “presidentiables” out there, it really 

is not so bad.   

One year is just a wuuuzzzzshh …                                   

and then comes the Turnover Ceremony. 

 I am sure Pres Gigi  can hardly wait !!! . 

Amidst the pandemic, she managed to bring 

projects to the communities.   

No fear, just trusting God to protect her and 

some club members, and indeed HE does and 

will continue to do so..  

We are truly blessed . . .                                                  

so hey, who’s                                   

complaining ?   
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Armi Geralyn G. Espiritu                                     
Club President  

gigiespiritu@gmail.com  

Good day Ladies 

 

Last Thursday was going back to memory lane. 

 Our speaker Ms Patricia Irene Dacudao, the daughter of our former member, a  charter member                                           
Esper Dacudao made us reminisced on those good old days here in Davao.                                                                                                                                 
Her presentation opened the doors of our past. A lot of members shared their memories of what Davao was 
like before. The popular food shops, department stores, and all prominent structures.  

Rotarian Myrriam Tan shared that her grandfather migrated to Davao from Zamboanga .                                                          
They were one of the Chinese migrants who came to Davao.                                                                                                                 
It was also mentioned by Director Luchie that the Chinese migrants before were speaking in Chabacano that is 
why when they migrated here they were understood by the Dabawenyos because of their Spanish influence. 
Director Luchie contributed too with the history of Davao.  

It was chartered on March 1, 1937.  

It was also mentioned that it is very unfortunate that the name of our streets now were changed.                                       
The names  Uyanguren and Claveria were taken from Davao’s forgotten heroes.                                                                      
Don Jose Uyanguren started the Catholic settlement near the banks of Davao river. Gov Gen Claveria provided 
the fleet for Don Jose expedition.                                                                                                                                                                
A lot even our speaker disapprove the change of names of our streets here in Davao.  

It was a nice afternoon of sharing our past and going back to our memories from our grandparents time to                 
today. A comparison of how life was before compared to today.  

Today we will be having our 3rd Club Assembly.                                                                                                                              
We will elect our new set of board of trustees for our Light a Heart Foundation.  

I would like to thank PP/Treas Lorna for covering for me last meeting. 

 I had my schedule for my COVID 19 vaccination, that is why I was late for the meeting. 

 I would like to thank PP Vangie too for her continued support to the club for doing the weekly Bloomscoop,            
to Dir Maem as Director for Public Image , to PP/ Sec Baby for doing our monthly report and to                                                  
PP Remie for always helping me out with District concerns and for taking charge of our special projects. 

 

Daghang salamat sa tanan. 
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DIR MAEM CUA-ZHANG                                           
(Public Image) :  

Rotary started with the vision of one man — Paul Harris.                        
The Chicago attorney formed the Rotary Club of Chicago on                       
23 February 1905, so professionals with diverse backgrounds 
could exchange ideas and form meaningful, lifelong                             
friendships.  

Over time, Rotary’s reach and vision gradually extended to          
humanitarian service.                                                                    
Members have a long track record of addressing                        
challenges in their communities and around the world.  

The RCWWD 34th Club Meeting was held by zoom on                   
March 11, 2021.  

Our prestigious guest speaker                                      
Ms. Patricia Irene Dacudao brought us to 
memory lane with her wonderful                         
presentation of the sensational history, arts and 
culture that founded inspiring city that we             
today live in, Davao.  

As we celebrate history, the victories and            
struggles that shape our lives, we also look back to the fun 
times that brought highlight to our memories.                                                                                
The amazing stories each posses and recall, all thanks to our 
guest speaker.                                                                                                     
Now as we endure the commitment to solve some of the                      
community challenges, we aim to change the world for the 
better. Ever since Rotary was founded, we Rotarians are still 
making history. We each have stories that trace our evolution 
as an organization through historical documents, artifacts, and 
images that show the people and events that shaped and being 
shaped by Rotary. “Whatever Rotary may mean to us, to the 
world it will be known by the results it achieves. “ Paul Harris 
Rotary founder  

 

Dir Luchie also shared some                                
interesting insights on the history of 
Davao. 

A Datu Bago Awardee, surely you will 
have  answers to your questions .                       
She is our Davao Wikipedia.  

Datu Mama Bago was a formidable 
warrior.                                                                 
If he wished, he could muster 400 
fighting men from upriver - the Moros 
of Maa and Lapanday and even from 
Sarangani.  

Their lantaka emplacements were on 
both sides of the mouth of Davao River. 

June 28, 1848 

Oyanguren vanquished the forces of the fierce Datu Bago.                                 
He established the small settlement that would grow into 
the city of Davao. He secured for Spain and for Christianity a 
firm foothold in Eastern Mindanao.  

June 29, 1848 

Day after the battle, Don Jose offered a thanksgiving mass 
in honor of St.Peter.  

He later built a small 
chapel made of nipa and 
bamboo nearby, the site 
on which would later 
stand the San Pedro                     
Cathedral.  
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Community Service Updates  PP Maribel T. Vilela                             
Club Secretary  

 

New window and door screens for both Tibungco 
Daycare Center and the newly renovated proposed 
Daycare 2 - PP Remie Calaguas (on site)  
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Rotary Information  

Providing human, technical and financial support to Rotary clubs and districts that are seeking to 
help communities to gain sustainable access to water, sanitation and hygiene. 

 

The Water & Sanitation Rotarian Action Group (WASRAG) was formed in 2007 by a group of                      
Rotarians, recognized by Rotary International, and focused on WASH projects.                                                  
Since then it has facilitated many hundreds of projects – helping clubs find partners, ensuring sustainability, 
stressing the importance of a needs-driven approach, and developing best practices.                                                
We encourage a holistic, integrated approach in which water is not the end in itself, but is rather the means to a 
better life and livelihood in the community.                                                                                                                
Most importantly, WASRAG links water and sanitation to improved hygiene, better health, and empowerment of 
the community – especially women, irrigation and agriculture, education and literacy and, ultimately, child                   
mortality. 

 

WASRAG Goals: 

● Access and connect with experts in WASH  

● Provide technical guides for all stages of WASH projects including program life cycle  

● Seek funding outside the Rotary domain to complement internal resources  

● Facilitate connections with other organizations sharing Rotary goals  

● Alert Rotarians to the availability of expertise and financial resources  

● Identify and share Rotary and other resources available to Rotarians.  

● Assist and enable clubs to seek support from other clubs, from TRF and beyond Rotary  

● Ensure clubs can learn of the needs of other clubs  

● Maintain and build a collaborative working relationship with RI and TRF  

● Implement appropriate processes to monitor and evaluate the impact , efficacy and sustainability of Rotary 
projects and programs  

● Facilitate the exchange of idea and information  
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What Is your Rotary Club doing to focus on Water and Sanitation in March ?   

Clean water and sanitation is a human right. When people, especially children, have access to clean 
water, sanitation, and hygiene, they lead healthier and more successful lives. We don’t just build wells 
and walk away. Rotary members integrate water, sanitation, and hygiene into education projects. 
When children learn about disease transmission and practice good hygiene, they miss less school. 
And they can take those lessons home to their families, expanding our impact.  

Rotary Makes Things Happen :  

WASH in Schools Target Challenge 

Clean water, better sanitation, teacher training, and 
hygiene education in schools can improve the health 
and education of children by creating a cycle of                         
opportunity: improved education, increased school 
attendance, and improved academic performance. 

What is the WASH in Schools Target Challenge? 

The WASH in Schools Target Challenge is a pilot                    
program created to motivate Rotary clubs to develop 
sustainable water, sanitation, hygiene (collectively                          
referred to as WASH), and education projects using the 
expertise and resources available through two o                          
f Rotary’s areas of focus: basic education and literacy 
and water and sanitation. 

The program will focus on measuring the impact that 
WASH and basic education and literacy initiatives have 
on school attendance.  

Rotary and UNICEF will recognize Rotary clubs and 
schools whose WASH in Schools projects achieve the 
benchmarks outlined below. 

During the pilot phase, the program will run through 
July 2020 in five countries, all chosen for their strong, 
active involvement in school sanitation efforts:                        
Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, India, and Kenya  

The Target Challenge — Step by Step 

Follow these steps to help your club achieve the Target 
Challenge and improve the lives of students in the 
community: 

● Know your WASH in Schools country or district-
level recognition committee.                                                    
It is a valuable resource for helping with the Target 
Challenge in your area.  

● Assess the school’s needs and understand its                  
long-term goals. Gather baseline data to help you 
evaluate your project’s measurable outcomes.  

● Submit baseline data, required for recognition. 
Contact your recognition committee to learn how. 

● Use the information from the school assessment, 
and collaborate with the community to plan and 
implement your project’s activities.  

● Continuously gather outcome measurements and 
submit data every six months.  

● Complete and submit recognition applications to 
your recognition committee. 

Even if your club or district isn't in a pilot country, you 
can still support a project as an international sponsor. 
International sponsors collaborate with a host club or 
district in Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, India, or Kenya 
to support projects in the pilot country.                                      
Contact aof@rotary.org to learn more. 
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End Water Poverty  

End Water Poverty (EWP) is a global civil society coalition campaigning to end the water and 
sanitation crisis. Established in 2007, it has now grown to over 350 members in more than 50 
countries around the world, working in all regions across Africa, Asia, Latin America, Europe 
and North America.  

The members are civil society organisations ranging in size and scale, from large international 
non-governmental organisations, such as WaterAid and regional networks, such as the                               
Freshwater Action Network - South Asia (FANSA), to national  networks, as well as small      
grassroots and community-based organisations. 

The Problem 

Today, 663 million people still don’t have clean, safe 
water. This results forces women across the world to 
spend 200     million hours a day collecting water. 2.3 
billion people don't have access to adequate sanita-
tion facilities - that's 1 in 3 people. More people have 
mobile phones than have access to a safe toilet. 

Lack of access to safe, sustainable water and sanitation 
has a negative impact on health outcomes - over 
500,000 children die every year from diarrhoea caused 
by unsafe or dirty water and poor sanitation. 

Vision 

We are united in our vision to ensure that everyone has              
access to sustainable water, sanitation and hygiene 
(WASH). To achieve this we work at a range of different 
levels to leverage change: 

Globally:  Enable civil society voices on WASH are heard 
throughout key global processes so that sustainable 
WASH becomes a high priority on the international and 
national political agenda.   

Regionally: Influence regional bodies so that they priori-
tise sustainable WASH.   

Nationally: National networks and members will develop 
long term advocacy campaign plans so that we push 
governments to implement sustainable WASH for all.  

Access to water and sanitation cannot be achieved      
without considering all aspects of the water cycle,             
including the effective and integrated management of 
water resources, waste water management, and water 
scarcity and resilience to water-related disasters 
amongst others.                                                         
While EWP does not campaign on wider water issues                    
specifically, throughout our work we continue to               
emphasise the linkages to these important issues, and 
how these are critical in ending the water and sanitation 

In July 2010, the UN General Assembly formally                     
recognised the human right to water and sanitation.                                               
While some countries have already included an explicit                   
reference to the right in their constitution, many are 
yet to do so.                                                                                     
In 2015, the UN went one step further and formally                  
recognised the human rights to water and sanitation as                     
distinct, but inseparable rights.  

EWP partners campaign at all levels, nationally,                          
regionally and globally, for this right to be recognised 
in law, and for it to also be realised in practise. 

The world now has a new global agenda - Agenda 
2030, through the adoption of the Sustainable                          
Development Goals - which will shape our                                   
development for the next 15 years and work to end 
inequality. We are delighted that there is now a                       
dedicated water and sanitation goal - Goal 6 - but now 
is the time for the hard work to begin at a national                 
level!                    

We work with our members and partners to effectively 
shape global and national priorities and help                             
determine where aid and support is invested.                                 
We have to ensure that work to achieve the global 
goals prioritises water and sanitation as ensuring                        
access for all is critical to meeting so many of the other 
goals. 100% is possible in our generation.    

National campaigning is central to EWP’s work as it is               
governments which can bring about the greatest 
change. Through EWP we develop overarching                     
campaign strategies and then support our members to 
develop national or regional plans which support our 
global objectives.                              

 We also provide advice on campaign strategy                            
development and communications.  
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August  Membership & Extension Month  

September Basic Education & Literacy Month  

October  Economic & Community Development  

November The Rotary Foundation  Month  

December Disease Prevention & Treatment  

January  Vocational Service  Month 

February Peace & Conflict Prevention/ 

   Resolution 

March  Water & Sanitation Month      

April   Maternal & Child Care Month  

May   Youth Service Month  

June  Rotary Fellowships Month 

Monthly Special Observances in Rotary  

THE ROTARY FOUNDATION                                                                 
RCWWD CLUB RECOGNITION SUMMARY   (CRS)                                                                

AS OF SEPTEMBER   2020                                                                             
TOTAL ALL TIME GIVING:  USD 130.317.-   

ACTIVE MEMBERS 

Multiple Paul Harris Fellows        FRP *                                         

Lorna Llamas             USD 8,191.38 1000                                    

Remie Calaguas  USD 7,195.38    1200                           

Estela Maribel Vilela USD 6,663.51 3100                                                                                                            

Divina Fe Boiser  USD 6,559.92     200                                  

Teresita Yñiguez  USD 4,994.42  1600                               

Armi Geralyn Espiritu USD 4495.38 1300                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Ma. Luisa Jacinto  USD 4,297.65 800                                

Mae Dolendo  USD 4,247.88  1500                  

Gina Marie Espejo  USD 4,089.88 1300                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Vangi Schwendener  USD 3,895.38 200                                                 

Leonida Santos  USD 3,592.15 400                              

Luna Gaviola  USD 3,689.88 500                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Marivic Jimenez  USD 3,569.88 300                                                                                        

Ma. Luisa Aportadera USD 3,339.88 600                                                                

Ma. Corazon Reyes  USD 3,284.88 300                                                     

Elisa Lapiña                             USD 2,914.88 1400                                                                                          

Vegloure Maguinsay  USD 2,889.88  300                             

Marilou Baarde  USD 2,589.88 1100                               

Lisa Ponce Enrile              USD 2,400.38 200                                          

Myriam Tan   USD 2,346.32 800                                                                                               

Belinda Fernandez   USD 2,320.38  600                                                                           

Corazon Cuison  USD 2.314.88  400                                   

Jannette Valderosa  USD 2,289.88 500                                                                                  

Maribel Chua  USD 2,195.42  600                                                            

Elsa Villagomeza  USD 2,189.88 400                                

Evelyn Ong  USD 2,095.38 100                                                                                                                                                           

Paul Harris Fellows                                                                               

Letty Tai         USD 1,843.46   700                                                                                                                                                                          

Teresita Fitzback                     USD 1,789.88          500                                     

Josephine Liamzon  USD 1,759.88 100                                                                     

Cecille Diaz                   USD 1,518.96 500                                         

Vida Könst          USD 1,400                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sylvia Austria  USD 1,389.88  600                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Vanessa Madayag  USD 1,320.38 300                                          

Fely Mahani  USD 1,314.92   300                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Cheryl Gomez  USD 1,266.92 200                                                                                                   

Sustaining Members:                                                                                       

Emmannoelle Zhang USD   714.88                                                     

Bai Johanna Zainal  USD    295.38                                                                                                                                                                        

Marydict T. Rosales      USD   289.88                                                                                     

Honorary members                                                                                           

PP Nonoy Aquino  Major Donor +  250                                    

Efren Abratique  USD 2600 1200                                                                              

Atty Antonio Llamas  USD 2000           100                                    

Dr. Francisco  Vilela   USD 1000 100                              

Mario Luis Jacinto  USD   602.27  

Rcwwd Family of Rotary           FRP  

 
Miggy Yap Aquino                     USD 1200       

Bernadeth Abratique               USD 1100          100 

Jorge Calaguas   USD 1000                                                

Bonifacio Fernandez  USD   500                                                               

Guilbert Amaguin   USD   300                                

Raul Yñiguez   USD   300                                        

Evelio Boiser   USD   200                             

Espiridion Reyes   USD   200                    

Edgardo Espiritu    USD   100                      

 

*FRP - Foundation Recognition Points available for  

    transfer ... Transfer of FRP can only be done 

    by the donor concerned as it requires his/her

    signature. Forms can be downloaded at   

    Rotary.org (pls be guided accordingly)  

 

 

 

Rotary Club of Waling-Waling Davao 

  Club No. 28480 / District 3860 

 

This is to certify that Rtn  

 

___________________________________ 

            attended the meeting on   

             ________________________________ 

                        Thursday, 12:30PM at the  

                            Grand Men Seng Hotel  

 

 _______________________________ 
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BLOOM SCOOP              
Editor :  PP Vangi Schwendener                                                                                                                                                                                     
Weekly Column;  Pres Gigi Espiritu / PP Baby Vilela,, Dir Maem Zhang  

Members are requested to send articles, stories, digital photographs by email no later than 12NN of TUESDAY  each 
week.Articles should cite the source of information (print and electronic), and credit the author.                                    
Please observe copyright laws. Digital photographs must include captions and not exceed 300x300 pixels.                                                                                                                                                                  
This newsletter is published weekly by the Rotary Club of Waling-Waling Davao (RCWWD) and may be distributed in 
its  entirety to any and all Rotary Clubs.                                                                                                                

WHEN & WHERE TO MAKE-UP 

DAY TIME 
CLUB / VENUE 

 

Monday 18.30 

RC Central Davao, Grand Men Seng 

Hotel 

  

Tuesday 
12.15 

  

RC East Davao, The Marco Polo Hotel 

  

Wednes-

day 

12.15 

12.15 

18.30 

18.30 

19.00 

19.00 

  

RC Downtown Davao, Grand Men 

Seng Hotel 

RC South Davao, The Marco Polo 

Hotel 

RC Matina Davao, Apo Golf Club 

RC Davao 2000, Roadway Inn 

RC Sta. Ana Davao, Grand Men 

Seng Hotel 

RC Pag-Asa Davao, Lispher Inn 

(every 1st & 3rd Wednesday of the 

month) 

RC Calinan JM Bargamento Hitoan 

RC Digos A & B Hotel 

  

Thursday 

12.15 

12.30 

18.30 

RC Davao, RC Davao Club House 

RC Waling-Waling Davao, Grand 

Men Seng 

RC West Davao The Marco Polo 

Hotel 

Friday 
  

18.30 

  

RC North Davao, RCND Clubhouse 

Saturday 
19.00 

19.30 

RC Digos South Pearl Convention 

Center 

RC Toril Davao, RCTD Club House  

Sunday 12.00 RC Bansalan, Gem’s Place 

WHEN & WHERE TO DO MAKE-UP  
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TURQUOISE (July, October, January, Apri)  

Malou Jacinto       TL                                                                                   

Mae Dolendo         Marivic Jimenez                                                      

Veg Maguinsay    Nen Santos                                                                 

Vangi Schwendener    Luna Gaviola                                      

Letty Tai     Myriam Tan                                             

Feli Mahani     Maem Zhang                                            

Sylvia Austria    Odessa Palma Gil                                         

Evelyn Ong  

TEAL    (August, Nov. February May)  

Ja Valderosa     TL                                                                                     

Remie Calaguas    Fe Boiser                                          

Tess Yñiguez     Zony Reyes                                            

Melot Baarde     Gigi Espiritu                                            

Ces Diaz     Elsa Villagomeza                              

Belinda Fernandez    Bai Zainal                                                  

Jo Liamzon     Chona Lamparas                   

Vida Könst  Alex Könst   

AQUAMARINE  (Sept. December, March, June)   

Lorna Llamas      TL                                                                                            

Baby Vilela     Elisa Lapiña                                             

Che Gomez     Lisa Ponce Enrile                                   

Teri Fitzback     Luchie Aportadera                              

Vanessa Madayag    Maribel Chua                                   

Queen Amora     Happy Rosales                                       

Gina Espejo     Corrie Cuison     

 

 

*TL : Team Leader    

     please be guided accordingly  
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